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Welcome to the Lake Torrens Region — 
the area with something for everybody

Few tourist regions offer such a diversity of opportunities —Woomera with its fascinating tales of rockets 
and space research; the oasis of Roxby Downs where attractions range from the world’s most modern 
mine to ambitious environmental initiatives; the craggy landscape of Andamooka where the myriad hues 
of opals are only matched by the diversity of the colourful locals; and Pimba where the legendary Spuds 
Roadhouse offers the chance to meet Outback characters and travellers from around the world.

The kaleidoscope  of opportunities  extends to facilities, ranging from traditional bush camping under a 
million stars to four-star accommodation and gourmet dining.

Although the Lake Torrens region is compact it pays to allow several days to enjoy the various experiences 
at leisure.

If you are travelling the Explorer Highway allow extra time for the Lake Torrens loop from Port Augusta 
through the Flinders, Marree and Roxby Downs and then the Oodnadatta Track to Woomera. For a 
more adventurous detour requiring a 4WD and bush camping take the Torrens Track from Farina to 
Andamooka via Mulgaria Station and Lake Torrens.

Disclaimer

Information in this publication was believed accurate at the time of production. However circumstances may change quickly in the Outback and there are often seasonal variations. Therefore you should not rely 

solely on this publication when making your final plans, including choice of route, destination and accommodation. Always check on the latest information before you depart and during your journey — especially 

regarding weather and road conditions.
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Woomera’s Heritage and Visitor 
Information Centre is a magnet for all 
tourists, who are intrigued by exhibits 
and videos of the enthralling story of the 
Rocket Range as well as information on 
current and proposed projects. It is open 
every day 9-5.



How to get here

In your own vehicle
Allow six hours from Adelaide and make sure you have 
prepared properly for the journey and subsequent 
exploring.

By Air
Regional Express Airlines fly to Roxby Downs 

13 737 473

By coach
Premier Roadlines

(08) 8415 5544

Heading into remote areas
You reach our region on a good sealed highway and access to 
our main towns is also on safe, sealed roads. However, before 
you venture beyond our region further into the Outback, you 
should lodge the following information with a reliable contact 
(such as a relative, friend or your country’s consulate):

• proposed route

• departure date(s)

• destination(s)

• arrival dates

• vehicle make, model and registration number

Then always tell them when you reach a destination and 
when you set off on the next stage.

This is essential because your contact person can advise the 
police if you do not arrive as planned.

Remember: do not ask or expect local residents or businesses 
to record information or pass on messages.

It is your responsibility — and in an emergency this procedure 
could save your life.

Transport SA

Planning your visit

When to come
Although travellers with sturdy, air conditioned vehicles 
can enjoy the area at any time, the best season is March-
November.

For bush camping and general lazy exploring it is sensible to 
avoid the summer when average temperatures are nearly 40 
degrees and many locals take their holidays elsewhere!
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Our local watering holes aren’t just places to slake your thirst 
or get a feed. They’re an essential part of the 
Outback experience. Drop into any local bar 
and you’ll hear at least a dozen international 
accents — and that’s just the locals, never 
mind the backpackers and travellers from 
around the world!

There are also mementos of legendary Len 
Beadell, immortalised as the only Aussie to 
have an asteroid named after him but better 
remembered and loved in the Outback for 
the forty years he spent surveying the Range 
and atomic test sites and many tracks. An 
acclaimed author and raconteur, his books, 
videos and audiotapes are sold in the Centre.

And each one is different, so make sure you 
visit them all! You’ll find folk are friendly, the tucker’s tasty 
and the beer’s cold. Linger a while and you’ll hear a few tall 

(From left): always a warm welcome and cold beer at theTuckerbox at Andamooka, where Steve dispenses tales of his mining days along with his famous Miner’s 
Sandwich which sustains today’s travellers as much as it did Steve’s mates below ground  ... no trip on the track is complete without a stop at the legendary Spud’s at 
Pimba ... and Stefan loves greeting visitors at the Opal Hotel in Andamooka where he’s mine host (when he’s not being a miner, captaining the CFS or fulfilling many 
community duties including serving as the town’s undertaker!)

tales, whether about local characters or other travellers’ 
adventures on the (very!) open road.

In 1969 Spud Murphy started Spuds Roadhouse 
at Pimba, which became famous for its outback 
atmosphere and hospitality. Today Spuds still 
provides a welcome respite from the heat and 
highway for travellers and locals alike.

At Woomera’s Eldo Hotel you can eat in 
the same dining room or even sleep in the 
same room as internationally-renowned 
rocket scientists who help develop aerospace 
technology.

And if you are wondering what we do with our 
empties, you can see one bizarre solution at 
Andamooka where thirty years ago Rudi Duke 
used nearly 10,000 stubbies to buld his unique 

bottle house. This monument to recycling (left) can be seen 
from inside the Post Office.
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 Eldo hotel 
The rocket scientists who once stayed at Woomera’s Eldo 
Hotel would hardly recognize it after a recent million-dollar 
refurbishment of the top floor with a new bistro, outdoor 
dining area, bar and gaming room plus full TAB and Sky 
Channel facilities. The 3-star accommodation features en-
suite rooms with satellite TV, the a la carte Bistro offers 
seafood, bush tucker, Asian and traditional pub food while 
there is a wide variety of snacks at the Outback Diner. 

A function/conference room with accommodation and 
catering packages is available. The Eldo is also home of 
‘Donga Boy’ brand of home made biscuits and snacks. For 
many visitors it is a base for activities from sightseeing to 
ten-pin bowling. 



Accommodation:

ELDO Hotel (08) 86 737 867

Woomera Travellers Village (Caravans, camping, backpacker accommodation) 
(08) 86 737 800, Website: www.woomera.com

Where to Eat

ELDO Hotel  (08) 8673-7867 
Outback Diner - Heritage Centre Complex (08) 86 73 7768
RSL Bowling Club  (08) 8673-7596
Woomera Sports Club Bar open every evening (08) 8673 7335
Koolymilka Sports Club Open daily from 4.00pm (08) 8673 7052

Woomera
Woomera is a “must see” town which has a unique place in 
Australian History. It is about five hours by car from Adelaide, 
just five minutes off the Stuart Highway from Pimba and an 
ideal base to explore the opal country farther north. 

First stop should be the Heritage and Visitor Information 
Centre, allowing time to look at the fascinating displays as 
well as learning more about the past and present of this 
remarkable region.

The “Village” as it was known was established as part of the 
joint British Australian project to provide accommodation 
and amenities for those using the Range — a role Woomera 
still has today.

Until 1982 access to the town was restricted to the public. 
Today, while still administered by the Department of Defence, 
Woomera welcomes visitors and offering many services and 
providing a full range of modern facilities. 

The Rocket Range was established in 1947 as a joint project 
with Great Britain for testing experimental rockets, weapons 
and missiles of all types. Later, when the British withdrew 
from the “Arms Race” and entered the “Space Race”, the 
range was the test and development centre for the joint 
European Launcher Development Organisation (ELDO). 
This organisation, a partnership between the UK, Australia, 
Germany, France. Belgium, Holland and Italy, designed and 
built the Europa series of rockets launched between 1964 
and 1970. In 1969 Woomera became partner to another 

nation, the United States, with 
the establishment of the now 
decommissioned early warning 
system at the Joint Defence 
Facility, Nurrungar.

In this age of technology 
Woomera has an exciting 
future. It hinges on the use 
of the range as a rocket 
launching facility by a variety of 
national and international user 
groups. Numerous projects 

are proposed, with some already underway. They include 
deployment of a range of communications satellites and 
trials associated with the development of a new Japanese 
supersonic passenger aircraft. From time to time these 
launches are available for public viewing.

Access to the area remains restricted, as it is still an active 
testing range. Visitors wishing to travel through it (unless 
along the Stuart Highway) must first obtain a permit from 
the Area Control Officer, DSCW. P.O. Box 157 Woomera SA 
5720. Phone (08)8674 3370.
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Pimba
Pimba may have fewer than 40 permanents residents but 
it is visited by many thousands each year. The legendary 
Spuds Roadhouse must feature in photo albums in dozens 
of countries.

Established as a workers’ camp during construction of the 
transcontinental railway to Western Australia at the end of 
the First World War, Pimba was retained as a railway siding 
once the track became operational. Before the completion of 
the water pipeline, water for the whole region was brought 
by rail to Pimba.

Pimba grew with the establishment of the Woomera Village 
six kilometres away.  Because Woomera was a closed town 
many labourers and contractors drawn to the area for 
employment, were not allowed to live there and chose to live 
in tents and shanties at Pimba.

In the early Sixties the town was formally surveyed and an 
area of one square mile was pegged as the township.
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PA & CI Martin Pty Ptd T/A 
Wagnitz Building Service

Civil Engineering and Building Contractors
We build, maintain or demolish anything you need!
Equipment from bobcats and backhoes to large excavators 
and graders

Email: pamartin1@bigpond.com
Woomera  8673 7209 • Mob 0419 818 378

Bld 151807 • GL 54024
ABN 49 008 267 650 • ACN 008 267 650

We serve the Outback
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Arid Recovery Project
The Arid Recovery Project is an ambitious program to 
restore an area of degraded arid land to a semblance of its 
pre-European state.

This joint conservation initiative between WMC Resources, 
National Parks & Wildlife SA, the University of Adelaide and 
the Friends of the Arid Recovery Project. has fenced a 60km2 
Reserve has now been fully fenced to exclude introduced 
animals such as the rabbit, cat and fox.

As an example of the harmful effect of these marauders:

• cats can kill up to 30 native animals a day 

• before release of the Rabbit Calicivirus Disease rabbits 
reached densities of more than 1000 per km2 at Roxby 
Downs. 

Water is a basic essential of life. Without it life as we know it in the interior 
of Australia could not exist.
Here in arid outback South Australia we appreciate it more than most. We are 
indeed fortunate that we have the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) which allows 
us to live and work in some of the driest conditions in Australia.
The GAB is a vast natural underground resource that underlies 1·7 million 
square kilometres predominantly of Queensland and South Australia, and 
smaller areas in western NSW and the Northern territory. It contains immense 
reserves of water and is constantly being recharged — mainly by rainfall 
from the Queensland section of the Great Dividing Range.
The sheer volume, along with the elevation of the basin, cause enormous 
water pressure which results in seepage to the surface and formation of 
extensive natural springs. Some springs deposit salts, sands and clay at the 
surface forming mounds, often called mound springs.
The public is rightly concerned to ensure that water from the GAB is 
not wasted and that the mound springs survive. An enormous amount of 
monitoring and research has been undertaken by industry, governments and 
scientific organisations which confirms that, if managed properly, the GAB 
can remain a sustainable supply of water to all users.
A study by the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics 
(ABARE) has shown that every day more than 450 megalitres of water flows 
into the South Australian section of the GAB, which covers almost 20 per 
cent of the state, In addition to extensive evaporation and seepage to the 
surface, daily extraction is around 248 Megalitres. This includes about 130 
megalitres from pastoral bores, about 66 megalitres from mound spring flows 
and about 52 megalitres by the mining, gas and petroleum industries.
A number of measures have been undertaken in recent times o reduce 
unnecessary extraction from the GAB. These include:
•  the SA Government capping uncontrolled bores
•  the resources industry introducing water conservation and recycling 

measures to limit its water use
•  some pastoralists have replaced open bore drains with pipes, valves and 

troughs, saving significant quantities of water previously lost through 
evaporation and seepage.

In addition, the GAB Consultative Council was formed in 1997, comprising 

Removing these species has encouraged an increase in native 
vegetation which has allowed re-introduction of locally-
extinct native mammals such as the Greater Stick-nest Rat, 
the Greater Bilby, the Burrowing Bettong and the Western 
Barred Bandicoot.

Tours of the project are available and include time in an 
above/below ground viewing hide to see some of the re-
introduced native animals. For information about tours and 
joining our community Friends Group contact 

the Roxby Downs Visitor Information 

Centre —telephone 

((08)) 86 71 2001.        

representatives of the SA, Queensland, Northern Territory, NSW and 
Commonwealth Governments and other stakeholders. The Council is 
implementing a management plan for the GAB.

Water Quality

Generally the water from the GAB is of below average quality. Usually it 
is too brackish for humans to drink, although it has been useful in the past 
for generation of steam for the original Ghan Railway and for supporting 
livestock and native animals.
Usually outback communities rely heavily on rainwater for drinking and only 
use the raw GAB water for washing etc. With typically low rainfall (most 
areas of the GAB receive about 150 millimetres of rainfall a year) a potable 
water supply is often unreliable for remote communities, and at times they 
need to have water trucked in.
Salt from the GAB water can be extracted to make it drinkable. However 
this desalination process is expensive and only become economic where it 
supports large communities or industrial activities,
Large companies 
however such 
as WMC 
have installed 
pumping stations 
and desalination 
plants to extract 
the salt and 
make it suitable 
for human 
consumption 
for local and 
surrounding 
communities.

This text and graphic are provided in the public interest by WMC as a 
stakeholder in the Great Artesian Basin.

Water from the Great Artesian Basin
Communities, industry and government working together to guarantee sustainability



Be careful when using maps to plan each stage of your journey. Times are more important than distances.

Outback roads are not consistent in surface or condition, and in particular can be affected by weather. The same distance on 
a rutted or rain-affected track might take at least twice as long as a smooth run on another stretch.

Before setting out check the latest road surface condition.

As a guide, these are minimum times you should allow in good weather:

Andamooka to Mulgaria 3.5 hours

Mulgaria to Farina 1.75  hours

Andamooka to Farina via the Oodnadatta Track and Marree 3·25 hours

Marree to Leigh Creek 1  hour

Roxby Downs to Andamooka 0·5  hour 

Roxby Downs to Lake Eyre South (along Borefield Road) 1·5  hours

Roxby Downs to Coober Pedy 4·5  hours

Roxby Downs to Marree 2·5  hours

Roxby Downs to William Creek 3·25  hours

D
istances &

 travel tim
es

A note on distances

William
Creek

Maree

Leigh
Creek

Hawker

Pimba

Woomera

Roxby
Downs

Olympic
Dam

Quorn
Port

Augusta

Lake
Torrens

(salt)

Andamooka

Farina Ruins

Lake
Gairdner

(salt)

Lake
Eyre
(salt)

Lyndhurst365

166

Coober
Pedy

134

70

80

37

156

67

41

9

74

9

197

Lake Torrens Ring Route

Unsealed Track

Mulgeria Track 4WD only

Stuart Highway

32

Mulgeria
Homestead

78 80
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The 127,000sq km 
Woomera Protected 
Area (WPA) is 
the world’s largest 
land locked rocket 
range. Australia was 
the fourth nation 
to launch its own 
satellite, after Russia, 
USA and France.



Andamooka
Andamooka is a place full of character — and characters.

First impressions are of a sprawling settlement with many 
bizarre and even decrepit buildings. But visitors soon learn 
that this is what gives the town its very charm and that 
carved behind of the apparently ramshackle facades are 
underground homes that are spacious, comfortable and 
sometimes even opulent.

There is an independent spirit to Andamooka. Some of the 
500 or so inhabitants (the population varies according to 
season or just the whim of the unconventional people!) were 
attracted by the hope of making a fortune from opal. It is 
rumoured others are here to escape from … well, nobody 
knows and nobody asks! Many of the miners are known only 
by their colourful nicknames — even on the markers in the 
town cemetery which is well worth a visit.

Andamooka Precious Stones Field occupies 220 sq kms 
of the Andamooka Pastoral Lease, named from the Kuyani 
words “Arndoo–moka” which refer to the powerful bone 
of Aboriginal lore and retribution. Following the discovery 
of opal by two station boundary riders in the late 1920’s a 
township evolved out of the scattered miners’ camps that 
dotted the landscape. Today this unique settlement sprawls 
both sides of a creek bed over a honeycomb of underground 
diggings. The picks and shovels of the early mining days have 

been replaced by great bulldozers, bobcats and excavators 
but the attractions are still the same – opal and a refreshing 
freedom from bureaucracy.

Although many tourists enjoy the sunny clear days of 
autumn and winter, others are fascinated to see how the 
multicultural population escapes the searing heat of summer. 
Visitors can enjoy the beauty of Andamooka crystal opal 
and the diversity of the unique Andamooka matrix in one 
of the showrooms, where often they can watch skilled opal 
cutters at work — and pick up a bargain. Others venture on 
to explore the fascinating local landscape which is a magnet 
for fossickers, rock hounds and gem collectors. Some even 
succumb to the lure of “the fire in the stone”, take out a 
lease and stay until they make that elusive fortune. Beware: 
opal is addictive! 
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First homes of the early opal dealers, miners and blacksmiths, these State Heritage 
listed semi-dugouts established the pattern for underground living in Andamooka. 
Arrange a tour and see how the combination of local natural materials, recycled 
materials and an abundance of architectural ingenuity enabled the early residents 
to create simple dwellings that were comfortable and weatherproof.

Lake Torrens
Just 15 kms to the east of the town, Lake Torrens National 
Park is a 250 kms long salt lake which has filled with water 
only once in the last 150 years. The track to the lake is 
4WD only and there are no facilities. This wilderness area 
is well worth the visit but it is recommended that you 
advise friends or relatives if you plan to drive out there. 
Driving on the lake is prohibited.

Don’t miss the store
While many Andamooka homes are caves, the IGA store 
is an Aladdin’s cave above ground! Where thirty years ago 
they sold goods from the back of a truck now there is a 
vast emporium recalling the country stores of past eras, 
supplying everyday needs from haberdashery to washing 
powder. But it now also parallels city stores with goods 
ranging from quality furniture to high-tech electronics 
— and, of course, souvenirs. The store supplies everything 
for the town — including the power supply!
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Visitors can make appointments 
to see skilled opal cutters such 
as Peter Taubers  at work and 
learn about the intricacies of 
the many forms of opal.



See beautiful opal – and chat with the locals
Andamooka Opal Showroom 
(08) 86 727 007, Fax (08) 86 727 062 

The Long Bus Showroom 
(08) 86 727 456

The Gift Shop

Rainbow Opal Showroom  
(08) 86 72 7042 

Treasure Chest Showroom

Jewellers
Buy opal from the miners and while in town have it cut polished and set by 
experts

“Staffy” Heath 
(08) 86 727 292 

“Tauby” Andamooka Opal Showroom 
(08) 86 727 007 www.andamookaopal.com.au

Artist Studio/Gallery
Alex Mendelssohn (by appointment)

Longbus Showroom Aboriginal Paintings 

Gems and Trains 
(08) 86 727 077

Hilda’s Rock Paintings

Where to eat
Tuckerbox Licensed Restaurant  
08) 86 72 7137

Billabong Restaurant, Andamooka Opal Hotel 
(08) 86 72 7078 

Andamooka IGA Take Away

Where to stay
Andamooka Opal Hotel 
(08) 86 727 078

Andamooka Duke’s Bottlehouse Motel 
(08) 86 727 007    

Opal Fields Caravan Park 
(08) 86 727 121

APOMA basic camping ground (pets permitted) 
(08) 86 727 023

Tours
Rainbow Show Room - Tag Along Tours 
(08) 86 727 042

Don’s Historical Cottage Tours  
(08) 86 727 200

Town Self -Guided  Walking tours 
(08) 86 727 007

Did you know...?
The colour of opal is created by the diffraction of light 
into the seven primary colours as it passes through the 
layers of silica spheres.

Opal is Australia’s National Gemstone.

The first discovery of opal in Australia was in Angaston , 
South Australia, in 1849.

The Queen has a magnificent piece of Australian Opal.

Opals have been found in anthropological diggings in 
Kenya dating back 4,000 years.

The Romans valued opal highly and established it as a 
gemstone. 

The superstition that opal is unlucky is traced to the tale 
of a Chinese opal merchant commissioned 
to produce jewellery 
for his Emperor. 
In an effort to 
increase his 
profit margins he 
spread the “unlucky” 
rumour to drive down the 
market price — but the rumour reached the Emperor 
who cancelled his order, sending the merchant bankrupt!

Mulgaria Station
4WD Day or overnight tour to Lake Arthur along the 
Torrens Track (permit required)

Allow time for this special 4WD wilderness experience. 
This tour takes in a variety of terrains – from red sand 
dunes and claypans to low rocky escarpments and salt 
lakes. There are good picnic and camping spots along 
the way. Points of interest include the Lake Arthur 
archeocyatha fossil site and the northern tip of Lake 
Torrens. Maps, information and permits can be obtained 
in Andamooka from the Mobil Service Station, the Opal 
Fields Caravan Park, or Post Office. If travelling from the 
east call in to Mulgaria Station homestead — (08) 86 758 
313. UHF Channel 24 is monitored by Mulgaria Station.

As this is very remote country ensure you take plenty of 
water and advise friends or relatives of your plans. 

Opal Field Safety
Exploring the Andamooka opal fields needs special care. 
Always keep an eye on children.
Remember:
• Opal fields can be dangerous because they are pitted 

with abandoned drill holes, mine shafts and open cut 
excavations up to 30 metres deep.

• Never go onto a pegged claim without permission — it 
is illegal!

• Keep away from working machinery.
• Never go onto an opal field at night. 
• Watch where you walk.
• Never walk backwards (photographers beware!).

O
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No visit to the region is complete without a yarn around the campfire.



Roxby Downs 
Cultural Precinct
Gather all the information you need from the 

Visitor Information Centre and book your 

accommodation and tours. See a professional 

touring art exhibition in The Gallery and 

watch a movie in The Outback Cinema.  

Wander through the interpretive display 

and learn about the township, Olympic 

Dam Mine and the surrounding area. In the 

Auditorium, catch a theatre production or 

other performances. Enjoy a scrumptious 

meal and refreshing drink in The Dunes Cafe.

Ph: (08) 8671 2001 Fax: (08) 8671 2021

www.roxbydowns.com

56-94 Burgoyne Street

ROXBY DOWNS SA 5725

Ph: (08) 8671 1991 

Fax: (08) 8671 1099

Powered and non-powered sites, grassed tent sites, 2 bedroom 

air-conditioned villas with ensuite. Permanent accommodation 

available. Kiosk, laundry, free BBQ’s, children’s swimming pool  

and playground.

2 Pioneer Drive

ROXBY DOWNS SA 5725

Ph: (08) 8671 1000
Fax: (08) 8671 2661

Powered and non-powered caravan and grassed camping sites, 

fully self contained caravan and ensuite cabins. Permanent 

accommodation available. Laundry, BBQ area & kiosk.

Myall Grove 
Caravan Park

Roxby Downs Township
When surprised Outback travellers discover the amazing 
oasis called Roxby Downs they soon appreciate why so 
many people are happy to call it home.

Unlike many desert settlements Roxby Downs seems almost 
a mirage, a modern green township nestled among pine-clad 
sand dunes.

Roxby Downs is home to more than 4000 workers and their 
families. In contrast to many “company towns” it has not only 
impressive public facilities but also a true community spirit. 
The residents are justifiably proud of their new home town 
where skilful landscaping and high-tech irrigation practices 
have created a sanctuary in the centre of the searing desert.

Olympic Dam Mine
A world class copper, uranium, gold and silver mining and 
processing operation, WMC’s  Olympic Dam Mine has 
a projected life span of more than sixty years at current 
production rates. The orebody was discovered in July 1975. 
Subsequent drilling has positioned Olympic Dam as the sixth 
largest copper reserve, the single largest uranium reserve 
and the tenth largest gold deposit in the world. State of the 
art mining and metallurgical processing technology has seen 
production grow steadily.

Today the operation has the capacity to produce an annual 
200,000 tonnes of copper cathode , and 4,500 tonnes.uranium 
ore concentrate. Olympic Dam also produces small amounts 
of gold and silver. The operations directly employ more than 
1,200 people, bring hundreds of millions of export dollars 
into the country and provide about thirty-million dollars a 
year to South Australia through Royalties.

One of the most remarkable aspects of this huge operation 
is that both mining and processing are carried out all on the 
one site. It is the largest underground mine in Australia.

The mine was named after a small station stock watering hole 
on Roxby Downs pastoral lease, under which the orebody 
lies. 
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ROXBY DOWNS FOODLAND

LAVRICKS ROADHOUSE

ROXBY COACHBP ROXBY DOWNS
26 Olympic Way, Roxby Downs 5725

Ph  08 876 710 646
Fax 08 86 710 654
RAA Contractor

 
Open 7 days 6 am - 10 pm

Fuel • Autogas • Gas bottle refills
Ice •  Take away food  • Tyres •  Vehicle repairs

Lavrick’s Olympic Way Garage

Olympic Dam

8671 0554

Mobil Service Station

Australia Post Agency

5 am – 7.30 pm Seven Days

Takeaway and dine-in food

All fuel sales and LPG

Ammunition

Ice

Books and souvenirs

Lavrick Engineering for:
• 4WD hire
• Tyres
• Mechanical repairs
• Servicing
• Air conditioning repairs and servicing

Ph: 8671 0404

Olympic Dam Village
Olympic Dam Village, 9km north of Roxby Downs, was 
the original township when the mine was first developed. 
While there have been many changes the area still retains its 
pioneering atmosphere. Services range from the opportunity 
for bush style camping and a meal at a Licensed Club to 
vehicle repairs.

Arts and Crafts
The Gallery, Roxby Downs Cultural Precinct, Richardson Place 
(08) 86 71 2001

Tourist Information
Visitor Information Centre, Richardson Place 
(08) 86 71 2001

www.roxbydowns.com

Myall Grove Caravan Park 
(08) 86 71 1099

Accommodation
Roxby Downs Motor Inn Telephone (08) 86 71 0311

Roxby Downs Myall Grove Caravan Park - (08) 86 71 1099

Roxby Downs Caravan Park Pioneer Drive, ph (08) 86 71 1000

Attractions
Roxby Downs Cultural Precinct Richardson Place ph (08) 86 712 001

Incorporating the Visitor Information Centre, The Gallery, Dunes Café 
/Picture Theatre

Tours
Olympic Dam Mine Surface Tour bookings  
(08) 86 712001

Arid Recovery Night Viewing Tours bookings  
(08) 86 712 001

Emus Walk/ Arboretum Self-guided Tour Information  
(08) 86 712 001

Trek About Tours – 4WD Day and overnight tours  

(08) 86 710 328

R
oxby D
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ns

LAVRICKS ENGINEERING
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7 days 7-6

M-F 8-6, Sat 8-5, Sun 10-2

M-F 7-6, Sat 7-noon, Sun 8-noon

7 days 24 hrs

7 days 5-7·30pm

Unleaded, diesel and LPG at all fuel outlets. Note - hours may be subject to change

Produced with funding assistance from local businesses, the Outback Areas Community Development Trust, Flinders Ranges and Outback South Australia, 
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Emergencies
Andamooka 
Police Station (08) 86 727 072 
Community Health Centre (08) 86 727 (???)
 (9am–12, 2pm-5.00p 

Mon-Fri) Emergency 
cover after hours and 
weekends, public holidays

SES (08) 86 727 072

Pimba
RAA (08) 8673 7473

Roxby Downs
Ambulance/ Police /Fire 000
Hospital (Burgoyne St) (08) 86 71 9010 
After Hours Emergency  (08) 86 71 9020
Doctor (Roxby Downs Hospital) (08) 86 71 9010
Police Station (Richardson Place) (08) 86 71 0370 
Dentist  (08) 86 71 9031
RAA (08) 8671 0646

Woomera
Police (08) 8673 7222
Ambulance: (08) 8674 3222
Fire Brigade: (08) 8674 3222
Woomera Emergency Services  (08) 8674 3225

Emergency  (08) 8673-7244 24 hours 


